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Chuffed 

"But First, Coffee"

Chuffed is for those who are tired of having the same old conventional

coffee and want to try something new. As soon as you enter the cafe, you

will be swept off your feet by the delicious aromas of freshly brewed

coffee. The homemade Espresso, Latte, the filter or the regular, no matter

what you order, you will find yourself being impressed by the thought and

care put into it. The place gives out a very inviting vibe and the people

serving you know the worth of a great cup of coffee. So next time you get

a coffee craving, just push open the door to Chuffed.

 +64 9 367 6801  chuffedcoffee.com/  hello@chuffedcoffee.co.nz  43 High Street, Auckland
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Cafe Melba 

"A Peach on Vulcan Lane"

This central cafe throngs with a diverse range of Aucklanders, enjoying

light meals and good coffee as they people watch on this busy side street.

Artwork hangs on neutral toned walls. The windows and doors at the front

open wide to give it an alfresco feeling. Light meals are served, such as

Thai chicken in red curry with Jasmine rice; smoked salmon mash with

poached eggs and Hollandaise; or French toast with seared banana,

bacon and maple syrup. They do excellent coffee and are also licensed.

 +64 9 377 0091  melba.nz/vulcan-lane  vulcan@melba.nz  33 Vulcan Lane, Auckland
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Remedy Coffee 

"Coffee to the Rescue"

Remedy Coffee is your neighborhood coffee shop, packed with coffee

lovers and dreamers. The place that became operational in the year 2010,

has fast grown on the minds of those who love coffee and do not like to

compromise on the taste or quality. The aura of this place is chirpy,

friendly and very welcoming, head to Remedy Coffee, for some great

conversations over some great coffee!

 +64 9 377 1030 (Reservations)  remedycoffee@hotmail.co.nz  1 Wellesley Street West, Auckland
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